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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes both a numerical and an experimental
approach to measuring the ballistic and blunt impact protection
offered by military helmets. The primary purpose of military
helmets is to protect users from ballistic impact but modern
military helmets protect users from blunt force as well. Altering
ballistic shell stiffness, lining the shell with material of
different density, even separating the liner from the shell so
that they can move independently all affect the transfer of
stress to the head and the resulting strain experienced by the
brain. The results of this study suggest that there is potential for
a helmet that protects the user from both blunt and ballistic
impact and can be further improved by implementing an energy
absorbing sliding layer, such as the MIPS system, between the
shell and the liner to mitigate the effect of oblique impacts.

Military helmets consist of a composite shell that provides
ballistic protection and a liner separating the shell from the
head that provides blunt impact protection and comfort. Even
with this protection, injuries to both the skull and brain occur.
US today reported the following [1]:
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NOMENCLATURE
TBI Traumatic Brain Injury
ACH Advanced Combat Helmet
PASGT Personal Armor System for Ground Troops
DAI Diffuse Axonal Injury
SDH Subdural hematoma
MIPS Multi-directional Impact Protection System

Last summer, battlefield doctors in Afghanistan
diagnosed more than 300 service members per
month with concussions or mild traumatic brain
injuries and smaller numbers of service members
with more moderate or severe head wounds.
Concussions are a common wound among troops
knocked about inside armored vehicles or flung
to the ground while on foot patrols by an
explosion from a roadside bomb.
The number of diagnosed Traumatic Brain Injuries (TBI)
experienced by military personnel is increasing. The United
States Department of Defence reports an increase from 10,936
in the year 2000 to 35,591 in 2011 with approximately 76% of
these classified as concussions or moderate TBI [2].
A military helmet shell primarily protects the head from
ballistic impacts; today’s ballistic helmets can stop handgun
bullets and even some rifle bullets from penetrating the outer
shell. However, if the bullet has enough kinetic energy, it can
generate a large deformation of the composite shell, causing
delamination of the inner layer, potentially resulting in contact
between the inside of the helmet shell and the skull. This
contact can cause blunt force injury to the skull and brain [3,
4].
Blunt impact protection resulting from contact with hard
surfaces is another potential source of injury. A study by Mertz

et al [5] estimated a 5% risk of skull fractures for a peak
acceleration of 180 gravities (g) and a 40% risk of fractures for
250 g.
Military helmet blunt impact protection is therefore
essential. Helmet shells and the lining that separates them from
the head must absorb impact energy to protect the soldier’s
head and help him remain battle ready.
In the US Army Advanced Combat Helmet (ACH)
Specification CO/PD-05-04:2007, helmets are dropped straight
down on a hemispherical rigid surface with an initial speed of
3m/s (10 fps), equal to a drop from 0.5 m. Helmets that reach
peak impacts less than 150 g are said to pass. Recently military
helmet manufacturers have come to understand the need to
improve blunt impact protection and have developed helmet
liners that experience peak accelerations below 150 g when
dropped at 4.3 m/s (14.4 fps).
A study from 2005 investigated the blunt protection offered
by two U.S. Military helmets, the Personal Armour System for
Ground Troops helmet (PASGT) and the Advanced Combat
Helmet (ACH) [6]. Researchers dropped the helmets at 3 m/s
(10 fps) and 4.3 m/s (14.4 fps). The result was that the ACH
helmet experienced peak accelerations below 150 g at 3 m/s
(10 fps) but not 4.3 m/s (14.4 fps). The energy absorption
material between the headform and the helmet shell was unable
to absorb enough energy.
Blunt impact in a purely radial direction will cause linear
acceleration of the head while a purely tangential impact
around the head’s centre of gravity will cause angular
acceleration of the head. In reality it is more likely that an
oblique impact will occur, causing both linear and rotational
head acceleration. The human brain is sensitive to this
rotational motion [7, 8, 9].
The human head has its own safety system to help protect
again rotational impacts. During an oblique impact to the head,
the brain slides relative to the skull in the cerebrospinal fluid
and thereby reduces the rotational acceleration experienced.
There are helmets on the market that are designed to reduce the
rotational energy transmitted to the brain. The Multi-directional
Impact Protection System (MIPS) was inspired by the human
head and allows the outer helmet shell to move relative to the
liner in the interior [10]. The PHPS anti-rotation helmet has a
lubricated flexible membrane on the exterior of the helmet shell
that decreases the rotation force caused by impact [11].

primary mode of deformation is shear because its bulk modulus
is roughly 105 times greater than its shear modulus [13]. The
second is that common severe injuries, such as subdural
haemorrhage and diffuse axonal injury, are more easily caused
by rotational head motion [14, 15].
The purpose of this paper is to describe numerical and
experimental methods of analyzing both perpendicular and
oblique ballistic and blunt impact protection properties of
military helmets and liners. A liner with the potential of
reducing the rotational forces transmitted to the head as a result
of an oblique impact will be tested using these methods.
METHODOLOGY
A. The Numerical Study
A numerical study was used to investigate the interaction
between the helmet shell and liner during both ballistic and
blunt impacts.
1) Head: A detailed FE model of the human head was used
to compute the strain in the brain and the stresses in the skull.
The head model used in this study was developed at the Royal
Institute of Technology in Stockholm [16, 17]. The head
model includes the scalp, the skull, the brain, the meninges,
the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and eleven pairs of the largest
parasagittal bridging veins (Fig. 1).
2) Helmet shell & liner: An FE model of a PASGT helmet
was validated and used in an earlier study to analyze the effect
of ballistic impact to the helmeted head (Fig. 2) [18]. The
outer shell, consisting of reinforced aramide fibers, was
modelled using a Chang–Chang Composite Failure model
(material type 22 in LS-DYNA). Three failure criteria,
namely, matrix cracking, compression failure and fiber

The MIPS system has shown that it reduces stress and
strain during oblique impacts. It will be investigated as an
example of a concept that has potential to reduce the rotatioal
energy imparted to the head during a blunt impact [10].
As a result of military specifications and testing methods,
current helmets are optimized to reduce the linear acceleration
of the head and related injuries, such as skull fractures [12].
Rotational motion is not included in any current helmet testing
standard and it is not known to what extent current military
helmets reduce rotational acceleration during head impact.
Rotational acceleration may be a better indicator of TBI
risk than linear acceleration for two reasons. The first is that
brain tissue can be considered a fluid in the sense that its

Figure 1: Detailed model of the human head (Kleiven, 2002, 2007)

breakage have been used in this model. Material model
MAT_CRUSHABLE_FOAM was used in LSDYNA to model
the EPP Foam, Fig 3. Two different stiffnesses were used in

Figure 2: Real ballistic helmet (a), Finite Element model of a ballistic
helmet (b & c), and finite element model of the interior (e) (Aare and
Kleiven, 2007)

Figure 3: The stress-strain curve for EPP24 and EPP70 used in finite
element simulations (reconstructed from the empirical function and data
published by Avalle et al, 2007

order to represent the range of material stiffness found in
military helmets from different manufacturers [18].



Soft - 35 mm maximum deflection resulting from
ballistic impact
Hard - 25 mm maximum deflection resulting from
ballistic impact

Three different helmet liner materials were studied:


Air – The space between the head and the helmet shell
is mainly filled with air, the shell is fixed to the head
using an interior system of straps as in the PASGT
helmet (Fig. 2)



EPP24 (Expanded Poly Propylene with a density of 24
kg/m3). This is an example of a less stiff foam used in
helmets.



EPP70 (Expanded Poly Propylene with a density of 70
kg/m3). This is an example of a typical foam stiffness
used in bike, motorcycle and equestrian helmets.

3) Simulation set up of impact configurations: The numerical
simulation set up for both ballistic and blunt impact is seen in
Fig. 4 and 5. In the ballistic impact, an 8 gram bullet with a
speed of 427 m/s was used. Both straight (90 degree) impact
and a 45 degree oblique impact were studied at 4m/s and 7m/s
impact speeds. The helmets were dropped towards a rigid steel
plate with a coefficient of friction of 0.5 between the plate and
the helmet. Table 2 shows the ballistic simulations that were
conducted while Table 3 shows the blunt force simulations.

Figure 4: Ballistic impact configurations simulated in numerical study

Figure 5: Blunt impact configuration simulated in numerical study

4) Biomechanical analysis: In this study a human head
model was used to compute the stress in the skull and the
strain in the brain tissue. Key elements determined during the
simulation included shell elements in the compact bone of the
skull with the largest von-Mises stress and the elements in the
brain with the highest maximum principal strain. The stress
data was filtered using a SAE filter (1000 Hz). The postprocessing was done using the commercial software LSPrePost (LS-PrePost – 3.1, Livermore Software Technology
Corp). The strain level in the brain model was compared to
real accidents including both mild and severe traumatic brain
injuries. A strain level of about 20% in the FE model of the
brain is associated with a risk for concussion and a stress in
the skull bone above 90MPa is related to risk for fracture [17,
19, 20].
5) Evaluation of MIPS concept: The helmet FE model was
altered to evaluate a helmet liner concept that allowed the
outer helmet shell to move relative to interior liner. This was
simulated using an EPP70 liner in the hard helmet shell. The
EPP70 liner was 1 mm from the outer edge of the helmet, a
coefficient of friction of 0.14 was used assumed between these
surfaces and a blunt impact at 45 dgrees with a speed of 7 m/s
was used to simulate an oblique impact.
B. The Experimental Study
Several ACH military helmets were blunt impacted to
investigate whether the MIPS liner, designed to absorb
rotational energy, had an effect on accelerations experienced by
a headform
1) Set up of blunt impact tests: A test rig designed to impact
helmets with both translational and rotation acceleration was
used [21]. In this test, a free falling instrumented head form
impacted
a
horizontally
moving
steel
plate.
The vertical hit to the moving plate results in an oblique
impact that included both translation and rotational forces. A
50th-percentile Hybrid III dummy head form was fixed into an
ACH military helmet. The head form was instrumented with a
9 (3-2-2-2) head accelerometer array designed to measure both
translational and rotational acceleration around all axes
(Padgoankar 1975).





A low friction liner was made out of polycarbonate
This liner was installed in the helmet shell using
Velcro
A liner made of EPP50 was modified and installed in
the PC liner using Velcro
RESULTS

A. The Numerical Study
The 1st principal strain and the von Mises stress for each
simulation can be found in Table 2 and 3.
1) Translational acceleration: The simulated translational
acceleration was compared between the three liners, Air,
EPP24 and EPP70 in Fig. 7a for the 90 degree blunt impact;
this corresponded to the maximum principal strain in Fig. 7b.
Simulations with the Air Liner showed the highest
acceleration and highest strain in the brain, though the
accelerations were high for both liners.
TABLE I.

DETAILS OF THE BLUNT IMPACT SIMULATIONS CONDUCTED

Blunt Impact Tests on ACH
Impact
angle

Liner
type

Number
tested

Impact
velocity
m/s (ft/s)

Vertical
speed of
head &
helmet
m/s (ft/s)

Horizontal
speed of
plate
m/s (ft/s)

A

45

MIPS

3

3.0 (10.0)

2.2 (7.1)

2.2 (7.1)

B

45

MIPS

3

4.4 (14.4)

3.1 (10.2)

3.1 (10.2)

C

90

MIPS

3

3.0 (10.0)

3.0 (10.0)

0

D

90

MIPS

3

4.4 (14.1)

4.4 (14.4)

0

A

45

EPP50

3

3.0 (10.0)

2.2 (7.1)

2.2 (7.1)

B

45

EPP50

3

4.4 (14.4)

3.1 (10.2)

3.1 (10.2)

C

90

EPP50

3

3.0 (10.0)

3.0 (10.0)

0

D

90

EPP50

3

4.4 (14.1)

4.4 (14.4)

0

2) Blunt impact confirguations tested: A total of 4 blunt
impact configurations (Table 1) were tested . Configurations A
and B were oblique tests with both a vertical and horizontal
component. In configurations C and D, the plate did not move,
resulting in a purely vertical impact.
3) Modification of the original helmet to improve rotational
acceleration energy absoprtion: An ACH with a MIPS liner
designed reduce the rotational energy transmitted to the brain
as well as an EPP50 liner were tested. The MIPS helmet liner
was fixed in an ACH shell by making minor changes to the
shell and an EPP50 liner , Fig 6. The following modifications
were made:


Figure 6: Installation of the MIPS liner in a ACH helmet

The rubber edge trim on the shell edge was removed

2) Strain distribution in a sagittal cross-section with time:
The strain distribution in a sagittal cross-section of the brain at
different times for both the air liner and the EPP70 liner can be
found in Fig. 8 and 9 (Simulations 1 and 2). In this simulation,
the penetration of the projectile caused the inner surface of the
outer shell to come in contact with the scalp of the head. The
strain distribution followed the same pattern for both helmet
liners (Air and EPP70). Fig. 10 and 11 show the corresponding
strain distribution for a 45 degree blunt impact. Force was
transmitted to the head later with the Air Liner (Fig. 10) and
earlier with the EPP70 liner (Fig. 11).
3) Stress & strain as a function of time: An example of stress
and strain as a function of time for elements with the highest
computed skull stress and brain strain can be seen in Fig. 12.
The helmet with the EPP70 liner experienced maximum strain
and reached this maximum before the helmet with the air liner.
Fig. 12b shows two distinct spikes in the stress experienced by
the headform in the helmet with the air liner. This double peak
was also seen when an EPP liner was present. This resulted
because the shell bounced between the impact plate and the
headform.

TABLE II.

DETAILS OF THE BALLISTIC IMPACT SIMUALTLIONS CONDUCTED

Ballistic Impact Simulations
Projectile weight: 8 g Projectile speed: 427 m/s
Simula
tion

Impact
angle

Liner
type

Shell
stiffness

1st
principal
strain (%)

Von Mises
Stress
(MPa)

1

90

Air

Hard

5.9

28.1

2

90

EPP70

Hard

4.1

25.7

3

90

EPP24

Hard

8.4

47.8

4

90

Air

Soft

12.2

58.8

5

90

EPP70

Soft

7.8

43.8

6

90

EPP24

Soft

12.7

66.9

7

45

Air

Hard

4.9

12.6

8

45

EPP70

Hard

4.2

12.3

9

45

EPP24

Hard

5.2

19.2

10

45

Air

Soft

8.8

41.1

11

45

EPP70

Soft

4.7

22.8

12

45

EPP24

Soft

8.3

45.4

4) Maximum stress & strain: Table 2 shows the elements
with the highest principal strain and the maximum von Mises
stress. The computed strain in the simulations is below 20%
exept for the blunt 45 degree impacts.
5) Ballistic and Shell hardness: In these simulations where
the shell impacted the skull, the helmet with the hard shell
showed lower stress and strain compared to the helmet with
softer shell.
6) Ballistic and liner stiffness: Comparing the results
between helmets with Air, EPP24 and EPP70 liners it can be
seen that the EPP24 increased the computed strain compared
to the helmet with Air, while the EPP70 foam resulted in
slightly lower strain in the brain compared to the Air Liner
(Fig. 13).
7) Blunt impact and liner stiffness: Liner stiffness played a
larger role in the resulting stress and strain. For a 90 degree
blunt impact (Fig. 14) the EPP24 liner showed a lower strain
than the Air Liner. For a 45 degree impact the results were
reversed, the Air Liner showed the lowest strain because it
reduced the transmission of rotational forces. As speed is
increased, the benefit of the liner increased. A helmet with the
EPP70 liner reduced strain in the brain more than the Air
Liner.
8) Liner vs impact angle: Comparing the strain in the brain
for each helmet liner and shell stiffness, a 45 degree oblique
impact resulted in the largest strain for all helmet
configurations. Considering stress, the EPP24 and EPP70 liner
reduce the stress experienced by the headform.

Figure 7: Simulated translational acceleration compared between the three
liners, air, EPP24 and EPP70 in a hard shell (a) and the corresponding
strain (b)

asdfasdfasdfsdf

Figure 8: Animation sequence for a 90 degree ballistic impact with a PSGT helmet and Air Liner in a hard shell (Simuation 1). BLUE = 0% strain, RED = 10%
strain

Figure 9: Animation sequence for a 90 degree ballistic impact with a PSGT helmet and EPP70 liner in a hard shell (Simuation 2). BLUE = 0% strain, RED =
10% strain

Figure 10: Animation sequence for a 45 degree, 4 m/s bluntc impact with a PSGT helmet and EPP70 liner in a hard shell (Simuation 15). BLUE = 0% strain,
RED = 20% strain

Figure 11: Animation sequence for a 45 degree, 4 m/s bluntc impact with a PSGT helmet and EPP70 liner in a hard shell (Simuation 16). BLUE = 0% strain,
RED = 20% strain

TABLE III. DETAILS OF THE BLUNT IMPACT SIMULATIONS CONDUCTED
Blunt Impact Simulations
Simulati
on

Impact
angle

Liner
type

Shell
stiffness

Impact
velocity
(m/s)

1st
principal
strain (%)

Von
Mises
Stress
(MPa)

13

90

Air

Hard

4

22.0

28.2

14

90

EPP70

Hard

4

23.3

12.9

15

90

EPP24

Hard

4

21.0

9.4

16

90

Air

Soft

4

22.3

27.5

17

90

EPP70

Soft

4

23.8

12.8

18

90

EPP24

Soft

4

21.7

9.4

19

90

Air

Hard

7

16.7

97.3

20

90

EPP70

Hard

7

14.9

27.1

21

45

Air

Hard

4

9.0

78.5

22

45

EPP70

Hard

4

7.8

17.0

23

45

EPP24

Hard

4

5.2

12.2

24

45

Air

Soft

4

8.5

60.5

25

45

EPP70

Soft

4

7.5

17.0

26

45

EPP24

Soft

4

5.2

11.9

27

45

Air

Hard

7

50.9

78.7

28

45

EPP70

Hard

7

41.3

19.7

9) Evaluation of the MIPS concept: The simulation using the
MIPS liner concept that allowed the helmet shell to move
relative to the EPP70 liner within, this system reduced the
strain from 37% to 25% for a blunt impact at 45 degrees with
a speed of 7 m/s. Fig. 15 depicts the strain results. The image
shows that liner has moved approximately 10 mm with respect
to the shell.
B. The Experimental Study
The experimental blunt impact tests of the MIPS liner and
the EPP50 liner resulted in the translational and rotational
acceleration and the rotational velocity as a function of time in
Figs 16-19. Data for all 4 configurations (A to D) is presented
here. For oblique blunt impacts the MIPS liner reduced the
rotational acceleration and rotational velocity compared to the
EPP70 fixed liner. For purely vertical impacts, the MIPS liner
also reduced the translational and rotational acceleration but
not to the same degree.
DISCUSSION
Using numerical and experimental methods, perpendicular
and oblique ballistic and blunt impacts were investigated.

Figure 12: First principal strain in the element with the highest peak strain
(a) von-Mises stress in the shell element with the highest peak value
(Simualation 21 and 22)

1) Comparing Air and EPP Liners: The strain distribution in
helmets with an Air Liner and and EPP Liner, Fig. 8 & 9 as
well as 10 & 11 are similar, though the peak strain occurs
earlier when an EPP liner is present. Helmets equipped with a
liner distribute the external load over a larger area of the scalp.
2) Finite Element modelimitations: The FE model of the
helmet used a sphere of EPP, not separate cushions such as
those that are found in more realistic helmet liners (Fig. 6).
This may have increased the peak accelerations, such as those
seen in Fig. 12, determined using the numerical simulation
compared to an actual test of the complete system. A blunt 45
degree oblique impact resulted in the largest strain for all
helmet configurations due to the effect of rotational forces on
the brain. The FE model of the PASGT helmet with Air Liner
lacks elements connecting the shell to the head that would
transmit rotational forces during a blunt 45 dgree oblique
impact. Subsequently this simulation under predicted strain
values compared to a head in a helmet equipped with a liner.
Fig. 12 shows two distinct spikes in the stress experienced by
the headform in the helmet. For the helmet with the Air Liner,
this resulted because the stiff helmet bounced between the
impact plate and the headform. For the helmets with liners, a
similar double spike was seen. In this case, the bounce was
due to the nonideal fit of the helmet within the liner and shell.
3) Limitations of experimental blunt impact testing: The
blunt impact tests performed herein involved a headform
without a neck. This is a similar approach as that taken by
other testing laboratories, for example Biokinetics in Canada
uses a similar set-up (Table 4).

4) Shell hardness: The harder helmet shell showed lower
stress and strain compared to the softer shell.
5) Reducing head accelerations during an oblique impact:
Results presented here show that the MIPS system reduces the
measured head accelerations for most impact situations,
including pure vertical drops and oblique impacts. These
results are comparable to other blunt impact tests [6].
CONCLUSION
The limited sample size of this study suggests that there is
potential for design of a helmet that protects from both blunt
and ballistic impact . It could also be concluded that the blunt
protection could be further improved by implementing an
energy absorbing sliding layer such as the MIPS system
between the shell and the liner to mitigate the effect of oblique
impact

TABLE 1: BLUNT IMPACT TEST RESULTS FROM BIOKINETICS
Blunt Impact Tests using MIPS system
Impact
angle

Liner
type

Impact
velocity
m/s (ft/s)

Peak
linear
accelerati
on
(g)

Peak
angular
acceleration
(rad/s2)

Peak
angular
velocity
(rad/s)

90

Foam

3 (10)

79

3392

6

90

MIPS

3 (10)

69

2704

6

45

Foam

3 (10)

27

4027

24

45

MIPS

3 (10)

22

1823

14

90

Foam

4 (14)

121

4683

11

90

MIPS

4 (14)

115

3882

14

45

Foam

4 (14)

43

6607

32

45

MIPS

4 (14)

36

2745

22

TABLE IV.

Figure 14: Ballistic impact at 90 degrees (Simuations 1-6) showing the maximum 1st principal strain in the brain (a) and showing the maximum von-Mises stress
in the skull (b)

Figure 13:Blunt impact at 90 degrees and 4 m/s (Simuations 13-18) showing the maximum 1st principal strain in the brain (a) and showing the maximum vonMises stress in the skull (b)
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Figure 15: The MIPS helmet liner experiencing a blunt impact at 45 degrees in a hard shell at 7 m/s 1st principal strain in the element with the highest peak
value (a) strain distribution in the brain (b). Showing a cut through the sagittal plane in the FE model of the head and MIPS helmet.

Figure 16: Test configuration A with oblique impact at 3.0 m/s (10.0 ft/s) showing the translational & rotational acceleration as well as the rotation velocity as a
function of time

Figure 17: Test configuration B with oblique impact at 4.4 m/s (14.4 ft/s) showing the translational & rotational acceleration as well as the rotation velocity as a
function of time

Figure 18: Test configuration C with vertical impact at 3.0 m/s (10.0 ft/s) showing the translational & rotational acceleration as well as the rotation velocity as a
function of time

Figure 19: Test configuration D with vertical impact at 4.4 m/s (14.4 ft/s) showing the translational & rotational acceleration as well as the rotation velocity as a
function of time

